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P deals with the evaporative emissions control system. It often appears with, or is related other
codes, such as P , P , and very often P P is normally not an immediate threat to the drive-ability
of your Sierra. Also, a really good scanner will help you identify whether or not the valve is
operating correctly. Most shops have them. Otherwise, this article is meant to show how you
can diagnose the problem yourself. This means that regardless of which make or model of
vehicle, the code will mean the same thing Sierra or not, as long as it was manufactured after P
indicates that the valve or solenoid circuit that controls the evaporation system is not
functioning properly. The EVAP system cycles fuel vapor from the gas tank into the intake
manifold, a charcoal canister, or directly into the air depending on the model of vehicle. When
this system malfunctions, the fuel vapor is not being dealt with properly. The ECM Engine
Control Module of the vehicle has detected that there is a fault in the circuit which controls the
vent that releases the fuel vapor from the system. This will be followed by the service engine
soon light. P code will typically not be accompanied by any noticeable symptoms other than the
smell of gas and the service engine soon light. You may notice the slightest dip in fuel economy
as well. The EVAP system deals directly with fuel vapors. Here are the most common problems
that will throw the code along with a great video on the whole process:. A mechanic has a wide
range of instruments at his or her disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your
GMC Sierra. Here are the most common things that are done to diagnose the code:. Still having
trouble? Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and work your
way to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least expensive items to
replace on here. We hope this helps. If there is anything that you feel like you could add, please
feel free to leave a comment below. You could have a fuel leak. Pay extra attention to your tank
level and make sure you are not leaking fuel. GMC Sierra P OBDII Code Symptoms The service
engine soon light is often the only sign that the P code has been triggered P code will typically
not be accompanied by any noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service
engine soon light. You should particularly notice the smell of fuel around the fuel tank area or
fuel filler tube. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code along with a great
video on the whole process: Fuel Cap â€” A bad fuel cap can cause the code to be thrown for
sure. If you are getting that message, plus a P, it may save you a ton of time and money to
replace the fuel cap and see if it goes away. This will cause the P code. Look for either a tear or
hole in it. This is one of the most common issues that causes the code. Vapor Canister Purge
Valve â€” One of the most common causes of the P code is the vapor canister purge valve.
There are a few clips that you need to find and remove. Fuel Tank Sending Unit â€” It is possible
for the gasket that attaches the fuel sending unit to the gas tank to go bad. This can reduce tank
pressure and throw the code. Fuel Filler Neck â€” There is often a gasket where the fuel filler
neck connects with the gas tank. This gasket can dry out, especially with vehicles that spend
their time in dry climates. Here are the most common things that are done to diagnose the code:
The mechanic will inspect the gas cap to make sure that it can handle pressure. The mechanic
will typically check to see if there are any other trouble codes. The more trouble codes there
are, the easier it can be to diagnose a problem. After ascertaining what trouble codes appear
with the P, the mechanic will typically inspect the EVAP system. This includes the purge valve,
line, and canister. The fuel tank pressure will be checked and monitored. Most Common P Fixes
Here are the most common Sierra P fixes: Gas cap replacement EVAP line replacement Vent
valve replacement Wiring repair Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to start with the
gas cap and work your way to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and
least expensive items to replace on here. Is P a Serious Concern? P deals with the evaporative
emissions control system. It often appears with, or is related other codes, such as P , P , and
very often P P is normally not an immediate threat to the drive-ability of your Canyon. Also, a
really good scanner will help you identify whether or not the valve is operating correctly. Most
shops have them. Otherwise, this article is meant to show how you can diagnose the problem
yourself. This means that regardless of which make or model of vehicle, the code will mean the
same thing Canyon or not, as long as it was manufactured after P indicates that the valve or
solenoid circuit that controls the evaporation system is not functioning properly. The EVAP
system cycles fuel vapor from the gas tank into the intake manifold, a charcoal canister, or
directly into the air depending on the model of vehicle. When this system malfunctions, the fuel
vapor is not being dealt with properly. The ECM Engine Control Module of the vehicle has
detected that there is a fault in the circuit which controls the vent that releases the fuel vapor
from the system. This will be followed by the service engine soon light. P code will typically not
be accompanied by any noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service
engine soon light. You may notice the slightest dip in fuel economy as well. The EVAP system
deals directly with fuel vapors. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code
along with a great video on the whole process:. A mechanic has a wide range of instruments at

his or her disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your GMC Canyon. Here are the
most common things that are done to diagnose the code:. Still having trouble? Of all the items
listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and work your way to the fuel tank, since
the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least expensive items to replace on here. We hope
this helps. If there is anything that you feel like you could add, please feel free to leave a
comment below. You could have a fuel leak. Pay extra attention to your tank level and make
sure you are not leaking fuel. GMC Canyon P OBDII Code Symptoms The service engine soon
light is often the only sign that the P code has been triggered P code will typically not be
accompanied by any noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service engine
soon light. You should particularly notice the smell of fuel around the fuel tank area or fuel filler
tube. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code along with a great video on
the whole process: Fuel Cap â€” A bad fuel cap can cause the code to be thrown for sure. If you
are getting that message, plus a P, it may save you a ton of time and money to replace the fuel
cap and see if it goes away. This will cause the P code. Look for either a tear or hole in it. This is
one of the most common issues that causes the code. Vapor Canister Purge Valve â€” One of
the most common causes of the P code is the vapor canister purge valve. There are a few clips
that you need to find and remove. Fuel Tank Sending Unit â€” It is possible for the gasket that
attaches the fuel sending unit to the gas tank to go bad. This can reduce tank pressure and
throw the code. Fuel Filler Neck â€” There is often a gasket where the fuel filler neck connects
with the gas tank. This gasket can dry out, especially with vehicles that spend their time in dry
climates. Here are the most common things that are done to diagnose the code: The mechanic
will inspect the gas cap to make sure that it can handle pressure. The mechanic will typically
check to see if there are any other trouble codes. The more trouble codes there are, the easier it
can be to diagnose a problem. After ascertaining what trouble codes appear with the P, the
mechanic will typically inspect the EVAP system. This includes the purge valve, line, and
canister. The fuel tank pressure will be checked and monitored. Most Common P Fixes Here are
the most common Canyon P fixes: Gas cap replacement EVAP line replacement Vent valve
replacement Wiring repair Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap
and work your way to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least
expensive items to replace on here. Is P a Serious Concern? A somewhat common issue with
the Chevy Uplander is the P code. This code references a number that is given to you when you
plug it into a OBD2 scanner. P deals with the evaporative emissions control EVAP system. It
often appears with, or is related other codes, such as P , P , and very often P P is normally not
an immediate threat to the drive-ability of your Uplander. Also, a really good scanner will help
you identify whether or not the vent valve is operating correctly. Most shops have these
scanners. This means that regardless of which make or model of vehicle, the code will mean the
same thing Uplander or not, as long as it was manufactured after P indicates that the valve or
solenoid circuit that controls the evaporation system is not functioning properly. The EVAP
system cycles fuel vapor from the gas tank into the intake manifold, a charcoal canister, or
directly into the air depending on the model of vehicle. When this system malfunctions, the fuel
vapor is not being dealt with properly. The ECM Engine Control Module of the vehicle has
detected that there is a fault in the circuit which controls the vent that releases the fuel vapor
from the system. This will be followed by the service engine soon light. P code will typically not
be accompanied by any noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service
engine soon light. You may notice the slightest dip in fuel economy as well. The EVAP system
deals directly with fuel vapors. There are many things that can cause the P trouble code to
trigger in your Chevy Uplander. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code
along with a great video on the whole process:. A mechanic has a wide range of instruments at
his or her disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your Chevy Uplander. Here are
the most common things that are done to diagnose the code:. Still having trouble? Of all the
items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and work your way to the fuel tank,
since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least expensive items to replace on here.
Good luck figuring out what is causing your Chevy Uplander to throw the P code. We hope this
helps. If there is anything that you feel like you could add, please feel free to leave a comment
below. You could have a fuel leak. Pay extra attention to your tank level and make sure you are
not leaking fuel. Chevy Uplander P OBDII Code Symptoms The service engine soon light is
often the only sign that the P code has been triggered P code will typically not be accompanied
by any noticeable symptoms other than the smell of gas and the service engine soon light. You
should particularly notice the smell of fuel around the fuel tank area or fuel filler tube. If you are
getting that message, plus a P, it may save you a ton of time and money to replace the fuel cap
and see if it goes away. This will cause the P code. Look for either a tear or hole in it. This is one
of the most common issues that causes this code. The hole can be very tricky to find without a

smoke test. Vapor Canister Purge Valve â€” One of the most common causes of the P code is
the vapor canister purge valve. There are a few clips that you need to find and remove. Fuel
Tank Sending Unit â€” It is possible for the gasket that attaches the fuel sending unit to the gas
tank to go bad. This can reduce tank pressure and throw the code. This should certainly not be
the place to start. Fuel Filler Neck â€” There is often a gasket where the fuel filler neck connects
with the gas tank. This gasket can dry out, especially with vehicles that spend their time in dry
climates. P Diagnosis- Chevy Uplander A mechanic has a wide range of instruments at his or
her disposal to diagnose what would be causing the P in your Chevy Uplander. Here are the
most common things that are done to diagnose the code: The mechanic will inspect the gas cap
to make sure that it can handle pressure. The mechanic will typically check to see if there are
any other trouble codes. The more trouble codes there are, the easier it can be to diagnose a
problem. After ascertaining what trouble codes appear with the P, the mechanic will typically
inspect the EVAP system. This includes the purge valve, line, and canister. The fuel tank
pressure will be checked and monitored. Most Common P Fixes Here are the most common
Uplander P fixes: Gas cap replacement EVAP line replacement Vent valve replacement Wiring
repair Of all the items listed above, it would be wise to start with the gas cap and work your way
to the fuel tank, since the gas cap is far and away the easiest and least expensive items to
replace on here. Is P a Serious Concern? The Evaporative Emission Control EVAP System seals
the fuel system of the vehicle in order to prevent fuel vapors from the fuel tank and fuel system
from escaping into the atmosphere. This is important because fuel vapors contain a variety of
hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbons form smog when they react with air and sunlight. Gasoline
evaporates very quickly, so if the fuel system is open to the atmosphere, a vehicle can pollute
24 hours per day without even being turned on. When the trouble code P is set, this is an
indication of the EVAP system vent valve solenoid malfunctioning which results in more
hydrocarbons being expelled into the atmosphere. Code P does not pose any serious danger to
the driver or the vehicle and there are no drivability issues that may occur. However as the case
with all Check Engine Light codes, it should be fixed as soon as possible to prevent any further
damage to your vehicle. Replacing the gas cap without checking the EVAP vent valve solenoid.
Po is in reference to the electrictal part of the evap system ohm out the vent valve and u will
likely find the problem. I first replaced the solenoid located at the fuel tank The problem then
became errant instead of constant I chased wires to bulkhead connection below the driver-side
and found this connection severely corroded Had to removed rivets and replace both side of all
3 plugs. Fault corrected. I replaced mine. GM says that the location between the gas tank and
the spare tire is the problem. They say the canister gets dirty too easy. Their solution is to
relocate the canister between the cab and the bed. Would the evap system cause the truck while
driving down the road act like its misfiring and wanting to stall. Not the fuel cap, but he selenoid
can, also check the fuel presure sensor on the top of the fuel pump. Yes No The purpose of the
EVAP system is to absorb fuel vapor from the fuel tank to prevent it from being released into the
atmosphere, which is environmentally damaging. The system collects fuel vapors via a canister
filled with active charcoal. As the canister fills with vapors, the vapors are then sent out of the
canister via purge lines. Usually, when you have an EVAP failure, it is the fault of the purge
valve or vent valve also called solenoids. Ultimately, when you have a P engine code, it means
the vent valve has failed. When the valve fails, it generally fails open. When this happens, the
gas vapors are released to the atmosphere instead of sent to the engine. Additionally, the purge
valve can get stuck open which can create a vacuum, constantly pulling vapors into the intake
system, which can cause some performance issues. If you have a small leak, you might not
notice any symptoms. Overall, the easiest way to identify this issue is through the engine code.
When you get a P error code on your Chevy, the problem is most frequently caused by the vent
valve failing stuck open. When this happens, you need to replace the whole canister which has
the vent valve attached to it. Additionally, this code can be caused by a bad gas cap.
Additionally, the problem can relate to the purge valve or solenoid which sits behind the throttle
body. Here is a picture of a Chevy purge valve solenoid:. Your email address will not be
published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site
is all about Chevy Trucks, from the classics to today. We post engine problems guides,
reliability guides, performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. EVAP system
failures are also commonly referred to as vacuum leaks. How to Fix a P Engine Code â€” Chevy
When you get a P error code on your Chevy, the problem is most frequently caused by the vent
valve failing stuck open. Here is a picture of the canister for a Chevy Tahoe: Additionally, the
problem can relate to the purge valve or solenoid which sits behind the throttle body. Here is a
picture of a Chevy purge valve solenoid: Share this: Click to share on Twitter Opens in new
window Click to share on Facebook Opens in new window. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal

Pages Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. In this tutorial I'll explain what this trouble code means. I'll
also talk about some of the tests you can perform to find its cause. The EVAP vent solenoid's
job is to allow ambient air into the charcoal canister so that fuel vapors can be purged from the
activated carbon in the EVAP canister. The EVAP vent solenoid also relieves EVAP system
pressure that could cause fuel vapors to escape into the ambient air when the fuel tank cap is
removed. If when the EVAP solenoid is commanded ON so that the solenoid will close and shut
off fresh air intake and the EVAP system pressure does not increase, then the fuel injection
computer sets a P trouble code. Generally, a problem with the EVAP system does not cause any
drive-ability issues. You probably won't notice any engine performance problems at all. The
purpose of the evaporative emission control EVAP system is to capture the fuel tank vapors and
prevent them from escaping into the ambient air the atmosphere. Although a bad EVAP vent
solenoid is the most common cause of a P trouble code, in some cases it's not.
Troubleshooting and solving a trouble code P involves locating the EVAP vent solenoid and
testing it. P -What Does It Mean? All Tutorials: 4. This material may not be reproduced without
the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your
vehicle. Contents of this tutorial:. If this info really saved the day, buy me a beer! Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. We recommend Torque Pro. The
function of the EVAP system is to capture fuel vapors before they can escape into the
atmosphere. The vent valve works in conjunction with the charcoal canister to achieve this, with
the function of the vent valve being to allow atmospheric air to enter the EVAP system to help
displace fuel vapors as the vapor is purged from the system to be combusted in the engine. On
almost all applications, the vent valve is normally open, and the application of a volt circuit
current closes the valve when the PCM needs to pressurize the EVAP system to test for leaks.
Problems in the control circuit or a failure of the vent valve itself will store a trouble code and
trigger the CHECK engine light. The image below shows the location of a vent valve in relation
to the other major components in a typical EVAP system. The most common cause of code P is
failure of the vent valve caused by the presence of dirt or charcoal particles, or a failure of the
vent valve control solenoid that prevents the valve from opening or closing. Other possible
causes include-. In many cases, there will be no symptoms present other than a stored trouble
code and an illuminated warning light. However, in cases where the code is the result of the
failure of the vent valve to close, a strong odor of fuel may be present. This may, or may not be
accompanied by other EVAP system related fault codes. NOTE 1: The vent valve control
solenoid forms an integral part of the control circuit, and as such, it must be tested as well.
NOTE 2: Since the purpose of the vent valve is closing off the EVAP system, you will need a
vacuum pump with an integrated gauge to diagnose a defective vent valve. You will also need a
good quality digital multimeter and a repair manual for the application being worked on to
determine the location, routing, function, and color-coding of each wire in the vent valve control
circuit. Failure to follow this rule could result in a misdiagnosis. In some cases, most notably on
some Nissan and Infinity models, a failed vent valve will trigger code P , while some GM models
will display code P Both codes are caused by dirt entering the vent valve through a broken
screen on the vent valve inlet side. Also note that on these models a defective vent valve can
make it almost impossible to fill the fuel tank, since the air in the tank cannot be vented. Record
all codes present, as well as all available freeze frame data. This information can useful to
diagnose intermittent faults. Perform a thorough visual inspection of all associated wiring and
connectors. Look for shorted, burnt, damaged, broken, or corroded wiring and connectors.
Clear all codes when repairs are completed, and rescan the system to see if the code returns. If
no visible damage to wiring is found, perform resistance, ground, and continuity checks on all
associated wiring, and compare obtained readings with the values stated in the manual. Pay
particular attention to the voltage that reaches the solenoid. Most solenoids require full battery
voltage to work, so be sure to check that a low battery charge is not the cause of the problem.
Repair or replace all defective wiring to ensure that obtained readings fall within specifications.
Note that the vent valve control circuit must be disconnected from the PCM during resistance
and continuity checks to prevent damage to the controller. If all electrical values fall within
specifications, it should be possible to manually activate the vent valve repeatedly with the
scanner if the scanner has that capability. Activating the vent valve solenoid repeatedly will
often reveal intermittent faults, which can sometimes be extremely difficult to trace and repair.
In extreme cases it may be necessary to allow the fault to worsen before an accurate diagnosis
and definitive repair can be made. If the scanner does not or cannot activate the vent valve
solenoid, consult the manual on the location of the valve. On some applications the valve is
connected to the charcoal canister, while on others, the actual valve may be located some

distance away. Disconnect the valve solenoid from the system, and follow the directions in the
manual on the correct procedure to apply battery voltage to the solenoid directly. If the control
solenoid is fully functional, there will be an audible click as soon as current is applied. Once the
valve and solenoid is removed from the vehicle, attach the vacuum pump to one opening. Note
that since vent valve solenoids are normally open, you need to apply battery current to the
solenoid so that the valve closes. Make sure that the solenoid is properly grounded during this
step. Assuming that the test equipment is not defective in any way, the vacuum will hold steady
if the valve closes fully. A decaying vacuum indicates that the valve is leaking, or not closing
fully. Replace the valve if it does not hold a vacuum. NOTE: Note that during normal operation
the vent valve contains a pre-defined pressure, and not vacuum. Doing so could result in a false
positive result, meaning that a perfectly good valve could be condemned simply because it is
expected to perform outside of its design parameters. When replacing, or re-installing the vent
valve after testing, it is always a good idea to inspect all associated vacuum lines for signs of
damage, cracking, s
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plitting, or other issues. Although vacuum leaks usually trigger codes other than P, making
sure that all vacuum lines are in good shape is a common-sense preventative measure that
could prevent issues and problems later on. Once the vent valve is replaced or re-installed and
all electrical connections are secure, clear all codes and retest the system to see if the code
returns. If it does not return after several drive cycles, the repair can be considered as having
been successful. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Cadillac srx failure caused by corrosion of terminalsome located under drivers seat
from leaky drain hose for sunroof in right windshield pillar. The moisture spreads to drivers side
and drains through opening used for fuel system plug ins. Skip to content. Notify of. Miles:
Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline Feedbacks. John Harris. Previous Post Previous P â€” Timing
reference, high resolution signal B -intermittent erratic pulses.

